
 
Upcoming Wind Ensemble Concerts at NEC 

 

RAN BLAKE: 80TH BIRTHDAY TRIBUTE 

Students and faculty of the Contemporary Improvisation salute one of their 

most definitive individuals; NEC Wind Ensemble also performs 

Friday, November 13, 2015 at 7:30 p.m., Jordan Hall 

 

NEC SYMPHONIC WINDS, William Drury, conductor 

Adams Short Ride in a Fast Machine; Gandolfi Winding Up, Winding Down: 

Concerto for Clarinet and Wind Ensemble, Douglas Monroe, soloist; Salles 

Northeastern Suite 

Tuesday, November 17, 2015 at 7:30 p.m., Jordan Hall 

 

 
 
 
 
 

This organization is supported in part  
by the Massachusetts Cultural Council, a state agency, 

and by a grant from the Boston Cultural Council,  
a local agency funded by the Massachusetts Cultural Council 

and administrated by the Mayor’s Office of Arts, Tourism, and Special Events. 

 

Unauthorized use of cameras and tape recorders is not allowed in Jordan Hall. 

Please switch off cellular phones, pagers, and watch alarms. 

Assistive Listening Devices are available for Jordan Hall concerts at the coatroom, 

or by contacting the Head Usher or House Manager on duty. 

 

necmusic.edu/cloud 

Connect with NEC and our music on Facebook, Twitter, and beyond, 

and sign up for e-mail news bulletins. 
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NEC Wind Ensemble  
Charles Peltz, conductor 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tuesday, November 10, 2015 
7:30 p.m. 

NEC’s Jordan Hall 
 

 



 

 
 

PROGRAM 
 

____________________ 
 
 

Jan Pieterzoon Sweelinck 
(1562–1621) 
David Noon, arr. 

Variations (sets 1, III) 
   

 
 

Gunther Schuller 

(1925–2015) 
Franfare (1986) 
   

 
 

Carl Ruggles 

(1876–1971) 
Angels (1921) 
   

 
 

Brief pause 
 

 

 

Ran Blake 
(b. 1935) 
Ken Amis, arr. 

Ghosts of Cimetière de Père Lachaise 
Impresario of Death 
 

 

 

Graduate Assistants 
Holly Choe 
Boyang Yu 

 

Department Assistant 
Maria Currie 

 

Student Librarian 
Eric J. Rizzo 

 

 

More Music by Gunther Schuller at NEC this month: 

Visit necmusic.edu for complete and updated concert information 

 

NEC PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE, Frank Epstein, director 

Schuller Grand Concerto for Percussion and Keyboards (2005); Nelhybel 

Concertino for Twelve Percussion and Two Pianos; Boyd Photinus (world 

premiere); Reich Mallet Quartet 

Sunday, November 15, 2015 at 8:00 p.m., Jordan Hall 

 

GUNTHER SCHULLER: A MUSICAL CELEBRATION  

NEC Contemporary Ensemble, NEC Wind Ensemble, NEC Percussion 

Ensemble, NEC Jazz Orchestra, and faculty members Donald Palma, 

Veronica Jochum and Ran Blake celebrate the life and music of Gunther 

Schuller – Quartet for Four Double Basses; Sandpoint Rag; Headin’ Out, Movin’ 

In; Grand Concerto for Percussion and Keyboards; Jumpin’ in the Future; Blake 

Gunther (premiere) 

Thursday, November 19, 2015 at 7:30 p.m., Jordan Hall 

 

GUNTHER SCHULLER MEMORIAL SERVICE: “REMINISCENCES AND 

REFLECTIONS: A CELEBRATION OF THE LIFE OF GUNTHER 

SCHULLER” 

Members of the NEC community, family and friends will speak in between 

clips from the 2014 film The Past is in the Present: At Home with Gunther 

Schuller; speakers include John Heiss, Russell Sherman, Laurence Lesser, 

Michael Gandolfi, Bruce Coppock, Carl Atkins, David Scudder, Ken Burnes, 

and Edwin Schuller; the Borromeo String Quartet will perform the Canzone 

from Schuller’s String Quartet No. 3. 

Sunday, November 22, 2015 at 11:00 a.m., Jordan Hall 

 



 

NEC Wind Ensemble 

Charles Peltz, conductor

Flute 
Luis Roman Diaz II 
Feng-Chen Lu 
Jisun Oh 
Holly Rudd 
Mona Sangesland 
Fanya Wyrick-Flax 
Wooyeon Milk Yoo 
Bi-le Zhang 

Oboe 
Nicole Caligiuri 
Jonathan Gentry 
Christine Soojin Kim 
Kyle Kurihara 
Elizabeth O’Neil 
Nicholas Tisherman 
Samuel Sise Waring 
Joo Bin Yi 

Clarinet 
Nicholas Brown 
Matthew Griffith 
Ye Hu 
Somin Lee 
Daniel Parrette 
Brittnee Pool 
Stefan Van Sant 
Zi Hao Yang 

Bassoon 
Alex Amsel 
Andrea C. Baker 
Eric Tyler Barga 
Cheryl Fries 
Jesse Gardner 
Micah Gharavi 
Alexis Leon 
Kai Rocke 
 
 

Saxophone 
Scott Chamberlin 
Suzanne Grant 
Rachael Klavir 
Stephanie A. Muñoz 
Yijun Denis Ning 
Morgan Smallwood 
Wuxian Wen 
Jinhongmin Zhong 
Mike Zhou 

French horn 
John Michael Adair 
Jessica Appolinario 
Peter Atkinson 
Alexandre Austin 
Andrew Bass 
Eileen Coyne 
Julia Dombek 
Hajime Goto 
Christian Gutierrez 
Lucy Olson 
Alex Stening 
Seann Trull 

Trumpet 
Douglas Amos 
Shengduo Chen 
Maria Currie 
Gianluca Farina 
Matt Gaunitz 
Andrew Heath 
Justin Kohan 
Matthew McConnell 
Emily Nastelin 
Kevin F. Natoli 
Eric J. Rizzo 
Nathan Stoerzinger 
Samuel Thurston 

Trombone 
Taylor Blanton 
Alfred Brewer 
Victoria Garcia 
Collin Griebling 
Kens Lui 
Harris Malasky 
Ian Maser 

Bass Trombone 
Christopher Bassett 
Bryce Gillett 
David Hagee 

Tuba 
Douglas Jones 
Ray Liu 
Nelson Woods 

Percussion 
Austin Allen 
Luis Herrera Albertazzi 
Andrew Johnson 
Rainice Lai 
Julian Loida 
Bryce Leafman 
Brian Maloney 
Charlie Rosmarin 
Mark Stein 
Sean Van Winkle 
Ye Young Yoon 

Piano 
Wesley Chu 

Harp 
Qianqian Chen 
Liwei Huang  
Elise Kolle  
Alix Raspé 
Angelina Savoia 
Dana Schneider 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gunther Schuller 

 
Headin’ Out, Movin’ In (1994) 
 
  Guests from NEC Jazz Department: 
  Alec Harper, tenor saxophone solo 
  Josh Gilbert, trumpet 
  Max Light, guitar 
  Dan Raney, double bass 
  Jacob Richards, drums 
 
  NEC Wind Ensemble: 
  Holly Rudd, flute 
  Brittnee Pool, Matthew Griffith,  
   Nicholas Brown, clarinet 
  Alex Amsel, bassoon 
  Jessica Appolinario, Seann Trull,  
   French horn 
  Harris Malasky, David Hagee,  
   trombone 
  Douglas Jones, tuba 

With great thanks to Ken Schaphorst for his invaluable insight  

in the preparation of this performance. 
 
 

Brief pause 
 
 

Michael Gandolfi 
(b. 1956) 

Vientos y Tangos (2002) 
   



 

Gunther Schuller: An Appreciation 

 

The composer Gunther Schuller (1925–2015), one of the most significant 

artists of our time, passed away June 21. In his last days he continued to 

work as he did all of his life on multiple projects simultaneously—new 

scores, transcriptions, and books—while maintaining his characteristic 

buoyancy of spirit and unfailing kindness to friends and colleagues. His last 

words to me were typical: “I’m so excited to hear about my 90th birthday 

concert at New England Conservatory, but right now my doctors need me 

for some tests. Please call back tomorrow and we’ll go over the details!” 

 It’s an amazing story. As his older son Edwin said, “My dad lived his 

dream.” Born in New York into a musical family of German heritage, 

Schuller displayed formidable talent, precocious intellect, a super ear and a 

hunger to learn. He became an outstanding young horn player, first with the 

Cincinnati Symphony and then at New York’s Metropolitan Opera for 

fifteen years. He played jazz with Miles Davis and Dizzy Gillespie. He studied 

scores voraciously (Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Stravinsky, Ives, Schoenberg, 

Duke Ellington, Scott Joplin), and as a composer he was completely self-

taught, never having had a teacher of his own! He became an important 

conductor, writer, educator, and publisher. Then, in 1967, he began his ten-

year run as President of New England Conservatory and also soon became 

director of the Tanglewood Music Center’s summer program, succeeding 

Aaron Copland. 

 He brought new vigor to NEC, creating both the Afro-American Music 

(now Jazz) and Third Stream (now Contemporary Improvisation) 

departments; enriching the orchestra program; greatly broadening the 

curriculum in theory, composition, and music history; creating the first 

substantive chamber music program; and establishing the Wind Ensemble 

and Contemporary Ensemble. He fostered an environment highly favorable 

to new music, rare at this time. He founded the NEC Ragtime Ensemble. He 

tripled our enrollment. 

 He conducted unique performances of Monteverdi’s Orfeo, Debussy’s 

Pelléas, Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony, Berg’s Wozzeck, Schoenberg’s 

Gurrelieder, Ives’s Fourth Symphony, Martino’s Paradiso Choruses, and 

Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex. He hired Russell Sherman, Rudolf Kolisch, Louis 

Krasner, Larry Lesser, Ran Blake, Frank Battisti, Carl Atkins, Bruce 

Coppock, Paula Robison, Ken Radnofsky, Donald Martino … all of whom 

came, contributed significantly, and stayed after he left (he hired me in 1967).  

 

Gandolfi     Vientos y Tangos       

Vientos y Tangos (Winds and Tangos) was commissioned by the Frank L. 

Battisti 70th Birthday commission project and is dedicated to Frank Battisti 

in recognition of his immense contributions to the advancement of concert 

wind literature. It was Mr. Battisti’s specific request that I write a tango for 

wind ensemble. In preparation for this piece, I devoted several months to 

the study and transcription of tangos from the early style of Juan D’arienzo 

and the ‘Tango Nuevo’ style of Astor Piazzolla to the current trend of 

‘Disco/Techno Tango,’ among others. After immersing myself in this 

listening experience, I simply allowed the most salient features of these 

various tangos to inform the direction of my work. The dynamic contour 

and the various instrumental combinations that I employ in the piece are all 

inspired by the traditional sounds of the bandoneon, violin, piano and 

contrabass.         – Michael Gandolfi 

 

 

 
Charles Peltz 

Director of Wind Ensemble Activities 

Besides his work with the NEC Wind Ensemble, Charles Peltz is music 

director of the Glens Falls Symphony, and his guest conducting has included 

the Syracuse Symphony, Buffalo Philharmonic, Merrick Symphony on Long 

Island, Pacific Symphony in Los Angeles, Hamilton (Canada) Philharmonic, 

and the New Jersey Ballet.  

      Peltz has recently had regular engagements with the Orquesta Nacional 

in Bogota, Colombia, and the Cross Border Orchestra of Ireland. He served 

for eleven seasons as Music Director and conductor of the orchestra at the 

Luzerne Summer Music Center. An award winning educator, he received 

NEC’s Krasner Teaching Excellence Award and the 1992 Milton Plesure 

Excellence in Teaching Award from SUNY at Buffalo. His sixth CD on the 

Mode label features music from his 2000 appearance at the Lincoln Center 

Festival, where he conducted the New York-based Ensemble Sospeso as 

part of the festival’s exploration of electronic music in the twentieth  

century. 



 

illuminated, and other times I’m alone in the Mulberry Cemetery. This 

performance is dedicated to Gunther Schuller. 

  Both of these pieces are on my album, Something to Live For (Hathut, 

1999).   

 Originally for piano, they have been arranged for winds by Ken Amis 

(b.1970) noted tuba performing artist, composer and conductor. 

                   – Ran Blake 

 

Schuller     Headin’ Out, Movin’ In 

“Headin’ Out, Movin’ In, as its title suggests, moves “in” and “out” of the 

mainstream tradition. Starting quietly with a free-association cadenza, a 

trio of two bass clarinets and contrabass clarinet begins a long upward 

climb from mysterious subterranean sounds to a bright in-tempo bopish 

tune. Although the slower “ascent” over a long accelerando and 

crescendo may sound improvised to the casual listener—that was the 

intention—it was composed, all written out, using the entire reservoir 

of sonoric effects extractable from the 13-piece ensemble: murky bass 

clarinet undulations, watery vibraphone sounds, ominous brass cluster, 

sudden chordal guitar punctuations, rumbling bass figures, tenor 

saxophone interjections, and so on. 

 Sudden tempo changes, accelerations and decelerations modify the 

two choruses of tenor saxophone solo, which lead via a six-bar 

ensemble variant of the first “head.” Little by little the orchestra sneaks 

back in, until the tenor solo is completely engulfed by the band. A tam-

tam “hit” and a quadruple-stop bass tremolo leads to a calming of the 

tempo and a “free” out-of-tempo variation. Fragmented, furtive sounds 

contrast with a muted low-brass chorale and a brief return of the  

opening trio (this time in their highest register). Unexpectedly a lonely 

high-register bass tremolo turns into a three-octave descending 

tremolo-glissando, from which there emerges a gigantic all-out collective 

improvisation over a constantly accelerating tempo–all capped by a 

“sudden-death” ending.”                – Gunther Schuller 

 

Tonight we do something Schuller would have wanted – we have students 

from the jazz and classical side of NEC sitting side-by-side, making music at 

the joining of their two streams of musical ideas. 

 

There are so many more whom he mentored and nourished. Russell 

Sherman has said, “We were all his satellites and he was the sun.” It is 

probable that no other musician in the latter 20th century has had so great 

an impact on a single school of music. 

 He is now no longer physically with us. But his music is! We now begin a 

new stage in the assessment of his works—he wrote over two hundred 

compositions, large and small, which vividly reflect the currents of our time. 

The most recent of these works seem to me exceptional and visionary, 

possessing that kind of magic and insight that only come with age and a rich 

life experience. Where the Word Ends (BSO), Dreamscape (Tanglewood), 

From Here to There (NEC), and Singing Poems (Collage New Music) exist in 

an exalted space which has to be heard to be believed. Gunther Schuller’s 

life and career (including Pulitzer, MacArthur, and MacDowell awards) are 

so rich and varied that his many accomplishments might tend to distract us 

from the music he wrote. After J. S. Bach died, people are supposed to have 

said, “Well, he was a good organist.” But since then we have taken a more 

accurate measure of his achievement. This seems likely now for Gunther. 

 For the meantime we have the fourteen concerts in this month of 

November 2015, and the presence of his gifted sons, Edwin and George 

(who will be active participants), together with the beautiful new film to be 

shown on Sunday morning, November 22 (Gunther’s 90th birthday), as well 

as his great half-life autobiography, beautiful recollections of his 

extraordinary wife, Margie, and the collective activity of all those of us who 

loved and revered him. 

 

Thank you Gunther! 

Godspeed.                  – John Heiss  

 



 

Sweelinck     Variations (arr. Noon)      

 “The Orpheus of Amsterdam” was the moniker given to Sweelinck during 

his lifetime, most likely in recognition of the fact he spent his entire life 

there as well as the fact that, as the city’s preeminent musician, visiting 

dignitaries were brought to hear him play.   Born into a family of musicians, 

Sweelinck surpassed his family in fame and contribution to the musical art 

(much as his brother garnered fame as a noted painter.) 

 Sweelinck is seen by many as the father of the organ playing and 

composing that reached an apex in Bach.  Sweelinck is credited with 

creating the first formal fugues, employing the pedal as an equal voice and 

creating or developing various genres of organ composition; one of these 

genres being the sets of variations such as we hear tonight.  Variations were 

essential to the Calvinist practitioners.  Since playing the organ within the 

liturgy was forbidden, the church fathers encouraged before and after 

services the playing of variations on hymn tunes to teach the congregants 

the tunes which would then be sung in the services. 

 Two different sets of variations are orchestrated here by composer 

David Noon (b.1946).  The first of which is a popular renaissance melody 

Est-ce Mars (Is this Mars? – as in the mythical god of war), this being one of 

Sweelinck’s most important and well known sets of variations. 

 

Schuller     Franfare        

It is with a new awareness of our role as curators that we perform Gunther 

Schuller’s music.  Gunther Schuller is part of the very bricks of NEC – his 

role as NEC president was just one manifestation of his larger role of NEC 

pater familias:  always with our composers, historians, theorists and 

performers.   Our new awareness is that we now are responsible for 

performing his music to the same exacting standards that he did.   An 

awesome responsibility, made easier for many of us only because we were 

with him so often as we watched him cajole, demand, and inspire students 

to reach beyond and above themselves in performing and thinking about 

music – especially his.  

 The Franfare has an obscure attribution – but Gunther said at one point, 

and in passing, it was for a friend.  We can speculate it might be for Fran 

Richard, the hard driving ASCAP executive who is an indefatigable fighter 

for composers. 

 

 

 

Ruggles     Angels        

A native of Marion, Massachusetts, Carl Ruggles, much as his friend and 

contemporary Charles Ives, epitomized the flinty Yankee.  A prickly 

personality was the veneer on a base wood of strong convictions about art 

and music: that music was strong stuff, to be written and heard as 

straightforward statements of musical truth.  His truth included stiff 

dissonances, complex polyphony in short statements and expansive formal 

landscapes.   Angels was written in 1921 as a part of a multi-movement work 

called Men and Angels.  The two movements were separated by Ruggles 

soon after composition, and in later years Angels became a piece  – 

transposed a minor third lower – for trumpets and trombones, which is its 

far more performed version. Tonight we return to the original – with this 

note for brass aficionados: the bottom-most part was intended to be played 

by bass trumpet (an instrument usually taken up by a trombonist) but our 

resourceful trumpet faculty suggested that the four valve flugelhorn would 

do the trick, and that is what we will hear.  Many thanks to those BSO 

faculty members – always eager to make the best opportunities for their 

students. 

 

Blake     Ghosts of Cimetière de Père Lachaise 

In the early 80s while in Paris a dear friend, Jean Jacques Pussiau, escorted 

me to what was then a relatively quiet place in Paris, Cimetière de Père 

Lachaise. This cemetery is located in the 20th arrondissement and is 

considered the first garden cemetery. As we walked, Jean pointed out 

graves. I forget which we saw now, but I do know that there are many 

talented artists buried there including Maria Callas, Oscar Wilde, Frédéric 

Chopin, Jim Morrison, and many others. As I heard Jean point each one out, 

I wasn’t thinking of the people he was saying. The atmosphere put me in a 

trance, and I was thinking of Claude Debussy and Edith Piaff. Remembering 

this walk now, I also think of Henri Dutilleux, Olivier Messiaen, Claude 

Charbol, and Pierre Jansen. 

  

Blake     Impresario of Death 

This is a specter that has haunted me in my dreams since my 20s. It’s a 

ghost-like figure that greets me at purgatory with evil people pointing 

downward toward hell, and Mahalia Jackson pointing me up to the heavens. 

Sometimes dressed as a grey ghost and other times a ragged Abraham 

Lincoln who flashes a kind smile; sometimes graves and dark shapes are  


